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ACYCLIC QUANTUM CLUSTER ALGEBRAS
VIA HALL ALGEBRAS OF MORPHISMS
MING DING, FAN XU AND HAICHENG ZHANG∗
Abstract. Let A be the path algebra of a finite acyclic quiver Q over a finite field.
We realize the quantum cluster algebra with principal coefficients associated to Q as
a sub-quotient of a certain Hall algebra involving the category of morphisms between
projective A-modules.
1. Introduction
The Hall algebra of a finite dimensional algebra A over a finite field was introduced by
Ringel [25] in 1990. Ringel [25, 26] proved that if A is a representation-finite hereditary
algebra, the Ringel–Hall algebra of A provides a realization of the positive part of the
corresponding quantum group. Ringel’s approach establishes a relation between the rep-
resentation theory of algebras and Lie theory, and provides an algebraic framework for
studying the Lie theory resulting from Hall algebras associated to various abelian cate-
gories. Toe¨n [32] generalized Ringel’s construction to define the derived Hall algebra for a
DG-enhanced triangulated category satisfying certain finiteness conditions. Later on, for
a triangulated category satisfying the left homological finiteness condition, Xiao and Xu
[34] showed that Toe¨n’s construction still provides an associative unital algebra. It was
expected but so far not successful to realize an entire quantum group through derived
Hall algebra over triangulated category. In 2013, Bridgeland [5] provided a realization of
the whole quantum group via the Hall algebra of 2-cyclic complexes of projective modules
over a hereditary algebra.
Lusztig [18, 19] invented the geometric version of Ringel–Hall algebra constructions
and obtained the canonical basis of the positive part of a quantum group as the direct
summands of some semisimple constructible complexes over module varieties of a quiver.
Kashiwara [16] applied an algebraic approach to define the crystal basis of the positive
part of a quantum group. It is noteworthy that the canonical basis of a quantum group
coincides with its crystal basis. In [20], Lusztig has also introduced the semicanonical
basis of the positive part of the enveloping algebra associated to a quiver Q as certain
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constructible functions over the varieties of nilpotent representations of the preprojective
algebra of Q, and the basis is indexed by the irreducible components of the varieties.
Cluster algebras were introduced by Fomin and Zelevinsky in [12] and later the quantum
cluster algebras were introduced by Berenstein and Zelevinsky in [4]. Inventions of cluster
algebras and quantum cluster algebras are aimed to develop a combinatorial approach to
the dual semicanonical bases in coordinate rings and dual canonical bases in quantum
deformations of varieties related to algebraic groups. Geiss, Leclerc, and Schro¨er proved
in [14] that the cluster monomials of certain cluster algebras are elements of the dual
of Lusztig’s semicanonical basis. Kimura and Qin [17] categorified the quantum cluster
algebra of an acyclic quiver via the generalized graded quiver variety, and as a byproduct it
is proved that the quantum cluster monomials belong to the corresponding dual canonical
basis. Moreover, Qin [23] extended these results to quantum cluster algebras which are
injective-reachable.
A natural idea is to construct a framework to explicitly relate Hall algebras with (quan-
tum) cluster algebras. In [7], Caldero and Keller suggested the similarity between the
multiplication in a cluster algebra and that in a dual Hall algebra. In [11, Theorem 3.3],
the similarity was confirmed for the quantum cluster algebra of an acyclic quiver (see [3]
for the generalization). Given a finite acyclic quiver Q, let AHq(Q) be the subalgebra
of a certain skew-field of fractions generated by quantum cluster characters (see Section
7.2 for more details). Then, there exists an algebra homomorphism from the dual Hall
algebra associated to the representation category of Q to AHq(Q) (cf. [9]). It is pitiful
that this homorphism may not be surjective, in particular, there might be no preimages
of the initial quantum cluster variables.
The aim of this paper is to construct a surjective algebra homomorphism from a certain
Hall algebra to AHq(Q), and then realize the quantum cluster algebra as a sub-quotient
algebra of this Hall algebra. In order to achieve this aim, we construct the localized
Hall algebra MH(Q) associated to the morphism category C2(P) (see Section 2.2 for
the definition), which has indecomposable objects indexed by the isomorphism classes
of indecomposable objects in the cluster category of Q. The algebra MH(Q) contains
the dual Hall algebra of Q as a subalgebra and is isomorphic to the subalgebra of the
extended dual derived Hall algebra of Q generated by all objects M ⊕ P [1] corresponding
to kQ-modules M and projective kQ-modules P (see Theorem 6.5).
The main result of this paper is Theorem 8.4 which gives a surjective homorphism
from a twisted version of MH(Q) to AHq(Q). This surjective algebra homomorphism
will motivate the interactions between Hall algebras and quantum cluster algebras. For
example, one can compare the categorifications of quantum groups and quantum cluster
algebras, and then compare their dual canonical bases.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we mainly summarize some homolog-
ical properties of a morphism category, and then define the associated Hall algebra via
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Bridgeland’s approach in Section 3. The characterizations of the multiplicative structure
of thus defined Hall algebra are given in Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 is devoted to estab-
lishing the relation between this Hall algebra and the extended dual derived Hall algebra.
We reformulate the definitions of quantum cluster characters and give the corresponding
cluster multiplication formulas in Section 7. Finally, we prove the main theorem of this
paper in Section 8.
Let us fix some notations used throughout the paper. Let k = Fq be always a finite
field with q elements, and Z[q±
1
2 ] be the ring of integral Laurent polynomials. Let A
be an (essentially small) finitary hereditary abelian k-category with enough projectives,
where the term “finitary” means that for any objects M,N ∈ A , HomA (M,N) and
Ext 1A (M,N) are both finite dimensional. Let P ⊂ A be the subcategory consisting
of projective objects. Denote by Cb(A ) and Db(A ) the category of bounded complexes
over A and its bounded derived category, respectively. For each M• ∈ C
b(A ), its i-th
homology is denoted byHi(M•). The Grothendieck group ofA and the set of isomorphism
classes [X ] of objects in A are denoted by K(A ) and Iso (A ), respectively. For any object
M ∈ A we denote by Mˆ or dimM the image ofM in K(A ). For a finite set S, we denote
by |S| its cardinality. For an object M in an additive category, we denote by Aut (M)
the automorphism group of M , and set aM := |Aut (M)|. We always assume that all the
vectors are column vectors.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Hall algebras. Given objects L,M,N ∈ A, let Ext 1A(M,N)L ⊂ Ext
1
A(M,N) be
the subset consisting of those equivalence classes of short exact sequences with middle
term isomorphic to L.
Definition 2.1. The Hall algebra H(A) ofA is the free Z[q±
1
2 ]-module with basis elements
[M ] ∈ Iso (A), and with the multiplication defined by
[M ] ⋄ [N ] =
∑
[L]∈Iso (A)
|Ext 1A(M,N)L|
|HomA(M,N)|
[L].
Remark 2.2. Given objects L,M,N ∈ A , set
FLMN := |{N
′ ⊂ L | N ′ ∼= N,L/N ′ ∼=M}|.
By the Riedtmann–Peng formula [24, 21],
FLMN =
|Ext 1A (M,N)L|
|HomA (M,N)|
aL
aMaN
.
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Thus in terms of alternative generators [[M ]] = [M ]
aM
, the product takes the form
[[M ]] ⋄ [[N ]] =
∑
[L]∈Iso (A)
FLMN [[L]],
which is the definition used, for example, in [26, 29]. The associativity of Hall algebras
amounts to the following identity∑
[M ]
FMXY F
L
MZ =
∑
[N ]
FLXNF
N
Y Z , (2.1)
for any objects L,X, Y, Z ∈ A .
Given objects M,N ∈ A, one defines
〈M,N〉 := dim kHomA (M,N)− dim kExt
1
A (M,N), (2.2)
which descends to give a bilinear form
〈·, ·〉 : K(A)×K(A) −→ Z,
called the Euler form of A.
The twisted Hall algebra H tw (A ) is the same module as H (A ) but with the twisted
multiplication defined by
[M ] ∗ [N ] = q〈M,N〉[M ] ⋄ [N ].
2.2. Morphism categories. Let C2(A ) be the category whose objects are morphisms
M−1
f
// M0 in A , and each morphism from M−1
f
// M0 to N−1
g
// N0 is a
pair (u, v) of morphisms in A such that the following diagram
M−1
f
//
u

M0
v

N−1
g
// N0
is commutative. Clearly, we may consider C2(A ) as an extension-closed subcategory
of Cb(A ) by identifying each morphism M−1
f
// M0 with the complex M• whose
components of degrees −1 and 0 areM−1 andM0, respectively, and other components are
zero. In what follows, we also write M• as a morphism M−1
f
// M0. Let C2(P ) ⊂
C2(A ) be the extension-closed subcategory consisting of morphisms in P . Denote by
Cb(P ) ⊂ Cb(A ) the subcategory consisting of bounded complexes over projectives, and
denote by Kb(P ) its homotopy category. Since A is hereditary, it is well known that
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Kb(P ) is equivalent to Db(A ) as triangulated categories. For any objects M• and N• in
C2(P ), by [15, Lemma 3.1], we know that
Ext 1C2(P )(M•, N•)
∼= Ext 1Cb(P )(M•, N•)
∼= HomKb(P )(M•, N•[1])
∼= HomDb(A )(M•, N•[1]).
(2.3)
For each object P ∈ P , define two objects in C2(P )
KP := P
1
// P and ZP := P // 0. (2.4)
We have the following well known result:
Lemma 2.3. [5, Lemma 4.1] GivenM ∈ A , each projective resolution ofM is isomorphic
to a resolution of the form
0 // ΩM ⊕ R
δM⊕1
// PM ⊕R // M // 0,
for some R ∈ P and some minimal projective resolution1
0 // ΩM
δM
// PM // M // 0. (2.5)
Given an object M ∈ A , take a minimal projective resolution (2.5). Then we define
an object in C2(P )
CM := ΩM
δM
// PM . (2.6)
By Lemma 2.3, we know that any two minimal projective resolutions ofM are isomorphic,
so CM is well defined up to isomorphism.
Now we describe the indecomposable objects in C2(P ) in the following
Proposition 2.4. Each object M• in C2(P ) has a direct sum decomposition
M• = KP ⊕ ZQ ⊕ CM
for some P,Q ∈ P and M ∈ A . Moreover, the objects P,Q and M are uniquely
determined up to isomorphism.
Proof. Clearly, C2(A ) is an abelian category, and thus idempotents split in C2(A ). For
any Z• ∈ C2(P ) and idempotent e : Z• → Z•, we obtain in C2(A ) that Z• = X•⊕Y•. It
is clear that X• and Y• are in C2(P ). That is, idempotents split in C2(P ). Moreover,
since C2(P ) is Hom-finite, we conclude that C2(P ) is a Krull–Schmidt category. Now,
we assume that M• = M−1
f
// M0 is a nonzero indecomposable object.
If Ker (f) = 0, then we have a short exact sequence
0 // M−1
f
// M0 // M // 0,
1The notations PM and ΩM will be used throughout the paper.
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where M = Coker (f). By Lemma 2.3, M• ∼= CM ⊕KP for some P ∈ P . Since M• is
indecomposable, M• ∼= CM if M 6= 0; otherwise, M• ∼= KP .
If Ker (f) 6= 0, consider the short exact sequence
0 // Ker (f)
i
// M−1
π
// Im (f) // 0. (2.7)
Since A is hereditary, we know that Im (f) is projective, and thus the sequence (2.7) is
splitting. That is, there exists a morphism r :M−1 → Ker (f) such that r ◦ i = id . Then
we have morphisms in C2(P )
Ker (f) //
i

0

M−1
f
// M0,
M−1
f
//
r

M0

Ker (f) // 0.
Hence ZQ = Q // 0, where Q = Ker (f), is a nonzero direct summand of M•. Since
M• is indecomposable, we obtain that M• ∼= ZQ. 
Lemma 2.5. For any M• ∈ C2(P ), M,N ∈ A and P ∈ P , we have that
|HomC2(P )(KP ,M•)| = |HomA (P,M−1)|; (2.8)
|HomC2(P )(M•, KP )| = |HomA (M0, P )|; (2.9)
|HomC2(P )(CP ,M•)| = |HomA (P,M0)|; (2.10)
|HomC2(P )(M•, ZP )| = |HomA (M−1, P )|; (2.11)
|HomC2(P )(CM , CN)| = |HomA (M,N)| · |HomA (PM ,ΩN)|. (2.12)
Proof. The identities in (2.8-2.11) are taken from [1, Proposition 3.1], and they can also
be easily obtained by direct calculations. We only prove the identity in (2.12).
By the comparison lemma in homological algebra, it is easy to get a surjective map
ϕ : HomC2(P )(CM , CN) // // HomA (M,N).
Then by the universal property of kernels, we can obtain Ker (ϕ) ∼= HomA (PM ,ΩN). 
Lemma 2.6. [1, Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2] The objects CP and KP , where P ∈ P is
indecomposable, provide a complete set of indecomposable projective objects in C2(P);
and the objects ZP and KP provide a complete set of indecomposable injective objects.
Moreover, all KP are exactly the whole indecomposable projective-injective objects.
The existence of almost split sequences in C2(P ) was studied in [1], see also [2, 8]. Let
us give an example of the Auslander–Reiten quiver of C2(P ) as follows:
Example 2.7. [8, Example 6.7] Let A be the category of finite dimensional representa-
tions of the quiver
1 −→ 2 −→ 3.
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Then the Auslander–Reiten quiver of C2(P ) is the following
CP1
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
ZP3
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
CP2
<<③③③③③③③③
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
CI2
==③③③③③③③③
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
ZP2
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
CP3
<<③③③③③③③③
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
CS2
<<③③③③③③③③
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
CS1
==③③③③③③③③
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
ZP1.
KP3
<<③③③③③③③③
KP2
==③③③③③③③③
KP1
<<②②②②②②②②
For each M• ∈ C2(P ), we have a projective resolution and an injective resolution of
M• in the following
Lemma 2.8. [1, Proposition 3.2] For each M• ∈ C2(P ), we have the following short
exact sequences
0 −→ CM−1 −→ CM0 ⊕KM−1 −→M• −→ 0; (2.13)
0 −→ M• −→ ZM−1 ⊕KM0 −→ ZM0 −→ 0. (2.14)
By Lemma 2.8, we know that the global dimension of C2(P ) is equal to one. Similarly
to the Euler form of A defined in Section 2.1, for any objects M•, N• ∈ C2(P ), we define
〈M•, N•〉 := dim kHomC2(P )(M•, N•)− dim kExt
1
C2(P )
(M•, N•). (2.15)
It also induces a bilinear form on the Grothendieck group of C2(P ). Here we use the
same notation as for the Euler form on A , since this should not cause confusion by the
context.
Lemma 2.9. For any M•, N• ∈ C2(P ),
〈M•, N•〉 = dim kHomA (M0, N0) + dim kHomA (M−1, N−1)− dim kHomA (M−1, N0).
Proof. By Lemma 2.8, we have a projective resolution (2.13) of M•. Applying the
functor HomC2(P )(−, N•) to the short exact sequence (2.13), we obtain a long exact
sequence
0→ Hom(M•, N•)→ Hom(CM0 ⊕KM−1 , N•)→ Hom(CM−1, N•)→ Ext
1(M•, N•)→ 0,
since CM0 ⊕KM−1 is projective. Hence,
〈M•, N•〉 = dim kHomC2(P )(M•, N•)− dim kExt
1
C2(P )
(M•, N•)
= dim kHomC2(P )(CM0 ⊕KM−1 , N•)− dim kHomC2(P )(CM−1, N•).
Thus, by Lemma 2.5, we complete the proof. 
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Lemma 2.10. For any M,N ∈ A and P ∈ P , there are the following isomorphisms of
vector spaces
Ext 1C2(P )(CM , CN)
∼= Ext 1A (M,N); (2.16)
Ext 1C2(P )(ZP , CM)
∼= HomA (P,M). (2.17)
Proof. Firstly,
Ext 1C2(P )(CM , CN)
∼= Ext 1Cb(P )(CM , CN)
∼= HomKb(P )(CM , CN [1])
∼= HomDb(A )(M,N [1])
∼= Ext 1A (M,N).
Secondly,
Ext 1C2(P )(ZP , CM)
∼= Ext 1Cb(P )(ZP , CM)
∼= HomKb(P )(ZP , CM [1])
∼= HomDb(A )(P [1],M [1])
∼= HomA (P,M).

Proposition 2.11. Let M•, N• ∈ C2(P ). Then
Ext 1C2(P )(M•, N•)
∼= HomA (H−1(M•), H0(N•))⊕ Ext
1
A (H0(M•), H0(N•)). (2.18)
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, we write M• = KP ⊕ ZQ ⊕ CM and N• = KT ⊕ ZW ⊕ CN
for some P,Q, T,W ∈ P and M,N ∈ A . Then
Ext 1C2(P )(M•, N•) = Ext
1
C2(P )
(KP ⊕ ZQ ⊕ CM , KT ⊕ ZW ⊕ CN)
∼= Ext 1C2(P )(ZQ ⊕ CM , CN)
∼= HomA (Q,N)⊕ Ext
1
A (M,N)
∼= HomA (H−1(M•), H0(N•))⊕ Ext
1
A (H0(M•), H0(N•)).

3. Hall algebras of morphisms
Let H (C2(A )) be the Hall algebra of the abelian category C2(A ) as defined in Defi-
nition 2.1. Let H (C2(P )) be the submodule of H (C2(A )) spanned by the isomorphism
classes of objects in C2(P ). Since C2(P ) is closed under extensions, H (C2(P )) is a
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subalgebra of the Hall algebra H (C2(A )). Define H tw (C2(P )) to be the same module
as H (C2(P )), but with the twisted multiplication
[M•] ∗ [N•] = q
〈M•,N•〉[M•] ⋄ [N•].
Lemma 3.1. For any M• ∈ C2(P ) and P ∈ P , we have that in H tw (C2(P ))
[KP ] ∗ [M•] = [M•] ∗ [KP ] = [KP ⊕M•]. (3.1)
Proof. Since KP is projective-injective,
[KP ] ∗ [M•] = q
〈KP ,M•〉
1
|HomC2(P )(KP ,M•)|
[KP ⊕M•]
= [KP ⊕M•].
Similarly, [M•] ∗ [KP ] = [KP ⊕M•]. Thus, we complete the proof. 
Lemma 3.2. For any P,Q ∈ P and M ∈ A , we have that in H tw (C2(P ))
[KP ⊕ ZQ ⊕ CM ] = [KP ] ∗ [CM ] ∗ [ZQ].
Proof. Since Ext 1C2(P )(CM , ZQ) = 0, we obtain that
[CM ] ∗ [ZQ] = q
〈CM ,ZQ〉
1
|HomC2(P )(CM , ZQ)|
[CM ⊕ ZQ]
= [CM ⊕ ZQ].
Thus, by Lemma 3.1,
[KP ⊕ ZQ ⊕ CM ] = [KP ] ∗ [CM ⊕ ZQ] = [KP ] ∗ [CM ] ∗ [ZQ].

Define the localized Hall algebra MH (A ) to be the localization of H tw (C2(P )) with
respect to all elements [KP ]. In symbols,
MH (A ) := H tw (C2(P ))[[KP ]
−1 : P ∈ P ].
For each α ∈ K(A ), by writing α = Pˆ − Qˆ for some objects P,Q ∈ P , we define
Kα := [KP ] ∗ [KQ]
−1.
Then for any α, β ∈ K(A ) and M• ∈ C2(P ),
Kα ∗Kβ = Kα+β = Kβ ∗Kα; (3.2)
Kα ∗ [M•] = [M•] ∗Kα. (3.3)
For each M ∈ A , we define
XM := K−PˆM ∗ [CM ] ∈MH (A ).
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Suppose we take a different, not necessarily minimal, projective resolution (2.5), and
consider the corresponding object, denoted by C ′M , in C2(P ). By Lemma 2.3, [C
′
M ] =
[KR ⊕ CM ] for some R ∈ P . Thus
K−(PˆM+Rˆ) ∗ [C
′
M ] = K−(PˆM+Rˆ) ∗KRˆ ∗ [CM ]
= K−PˆM ∗ [CM ]
= XM .
In other word, XM does not depend on the minimality of projective resolutions of M .
Given M ∈ A and P ∈ P , we define
XM⊕P [1] := XM ∗ [ZP ] = K−PˆM ∗ [CM ] ∗ [ZP ] = K−PˆM ∗ [CM ⊕ ZP ].
In particular,
XP [1] = [ZP ] and XM⊕P [1] = XM ∗ XP [1]. (3.4)
Proposition 3.3. The algebra MH (A ) has a basis consisting of elements
Kα ∗ XM ∗ XP [1],
where α ∈ K(A ), M ∈ A and P ∈ P .
Proof. It can be easily proved by Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 3.2. 
Lemma 3.4. For any P,Q ∈ P , we have that in MH (A )
XP [1] ∗ XQ[1] = XQ[1] ∗ XP [1] = X(P⊕Q)[1]. (3.5)
Proof. By definition,
XP [1] ∗ XQ[1] = q
〈ZP ,ZQ〉
1
|HomC2(P )(ZP , ZQ)|
X(P⊕Q)[1]
= X(P⊕Q)[1].

Theorem 3.5. There exists an embedding of algebras
Ψ : H tw (A )


//MH (A ), [M ] ✤ // XM .
Proof. By Proposition 3.3, clearly, Ψ is injective. We only need to prove that Ψ is a
homomorphism of algebras.
By definition,
XM ∗ XN = K−PˆM ∗ [CM ] ∗K−PˆN ∗ [CN ]
= K−(PˆM+PˆN ) ∗ [CM ] ∗ [CN ].
By Lemma 2.10,
Ext 1C2(P )(CM , CN)
∼= Ext 1A (M,N).
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Moreover, by the Horse-Shoe Lemma (cf. [33]), any extension of CM by CN is the object
C ′L defined by the corresponding extension L of M by N . Hence,
|Ext 1C2(P )(CM , CN)C′L| = |Ext
1
A (M,N)L|.
Thus,
XM ∗ XN = q
〈CM ,CN 〉
∑
[L]
|Ext 1C2(P )(CM , CN)C′L |
|HomC2(P )(CM , CN)|
K−(PˆM+PˆN ) ∗ [C
′
L]
=
|HomC2(P )(CM , CN)|
|Ext 1C2(P )(CM , CN)|
∑
[L]
|Ext 1A (M,N)L|
|HomC2(P )(CM , CN)|
XL
=
∑
[L]
|Ext 1A (M,N)L|
|Ext 1C2(P )(CM , CN)|
XL
=
∑
[L]
|Ext 1A (M,N)L|
|Ext 1A (M,N)|
XL
=
|HomA (M,N)|
|Ext 1A (M,N)|
∑
[L]
|Ext 1A (M,N)L|
|HomA (M,N)|
XL
= q〈M,N〉
∑
[L]
|Ext 1A (M,N)L|
|HomA (M,N |
XL.
That is, Ψ([M ]) ∗Ψ([N ]) = Ψ([M ] ∗ [N ]), and we complete the proof. 
4. A multiplication formula in MH (A )
Given M ∈ A and P ∈ P , consider an extension of CM by ZP
η : 0 −→ CM −→ X• −→ ZP −→ 0. (4.1)
It induces a long exact sequence in homology
H−1(CM) −→ H−1(X•) −→ H−1(ZP ) −→ H0(CM) −→ H0(X•) −→ H0(ZP ).
Since H−1(CM) = H0(ZP ) = 0, H−1(ZP ) ∼= P and H0(CM) ∼= M , we obtain the exact
sequence
0 −→ H−1(X•) −→ P −→M −→ H0(X•) −→ 0.
Writing X• = KT ⊕ZQ ⊕CB for some T,Q ∈ P and B ∈ A , we get the following exact
sequence
0 // Q // P
δ
// M // B // 0,
where δ is determined by the equivalence class of η via the isomorphism
Ext 1C2(P )(ZP , CM)
∼= HomA (P,M). (4.2)
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By the short exact sequence (4.1), we obtain that
PB ⊕ T ∼= PM and ΩB ⊕Q⊕ T ∼= P ⊕ ΩM . (4.3)
It is easy to see that the isomorphism (4.2) induces that
Ext 1C2(P )(ZP , CM)KT⊕ZQ⊕CB
∼= QHomA (P,M)B, (4.4)
where QHomA (P,M)B := {f : P →M | Ker (f) ∼= Q and Coker (f) ∼= B}. By [30, 35],
|QHomA (P,M)B| =
∑
[L]
aLF
P
LQF
M
BL. (4.5)
Theorem 4.1. Given M ∈ A and P ∈ P , we have that in MH (A )
XP [1] ∗ XM = q
−〈P,M〉
∑
[B],[Q]
|QHomA (P,M)B|XB ∗ XQ[1]
= q−〈P,M〉
∑
[B],[Q]
|QHomA (P,M)B|XB⊕Q[1].
Proof. By definition,
XP [1] ∗ XM = [ZP ] ∗K−PˆM ∗ [CM ]
= K−PˆM ∗ [ZP ] ∗ [CM ]
= q〈ZP ,CM 〉
∑
[B],[T ],[Q]
|Ext 1C2(P )(ZP , CM)KT⊕ZQ⊕CB |
|HomC2(P )(ZP , CM)|
K−PˆM ∗ [KT ⊕ ZQ ⊕ CB].
Since HomC2(P )(ZP , CM) = 0 and then 〈ZP , CM〉 = −〈P,M〉, by (4.4), we obtain that
XP [1] ∗ XM = q
−〈P,M〉
∑
[B],[T ],[Q]
|QHomA (P,M)B|K−PˆM ∗ [KT ⊕ ZQ ⊕ CB]
= q−〈P,M〉
∑
[B],[T ],[Q]
|QHomA (P,M)B|K−PˆM ∗KTˆ ∗ [CB] ∗ [ZQ]
= q−〈P,M〉
∑
[B],[Q]
|QHomA (P,M)B|K−PˆB ∗ [CB] ∗ [ZQ]
= q−〈P,M〉
∑
[B],[Q]
|QHomA (P,M)B|XB ∗ XQ[1]
= q−〈P,M〉
∑
[B],[Q]
|QHomA (P,M)B|XB⊕Q[1].

Corollary 4.2. Given M ∈ A and P ∈ P , if HomA (P,M) = 0, then in MH (A )
XP [1] ∗ XM = XM ∗ XP [1].
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5. Generators in MH (A )
Let Ind (A ) be a complete set of indecomposable objects in A , and let Ind (P ) ⊂
Ind (A ) be a subset consisting of indecomposable projective objects. Define K≥0(A ) to
be the positive cone in K(A ), which consists of classes of objects in A , rather than
formal differences of such. We assume that for each nonzero object M ∈ A , Mˆ 6= 0. This
condition is equivalent to the statement that the rule
α ≤ β ⇔ β − α ∈ K≥0(A )
defines a partial order on K(A ). It holds, for example, if A has finite length.
Proposition 5.1. The set {K±P ,XM ,XP [1] | M ∈ Ind (A ) and P ∈ Ind (P )} is a gener-
ating set of MH (A ).
Proof. For any short exact sequence in C2(P )
0 −→ N• −→ L• −→M• −→ 0,
it induces a long exact sequence in homology
0→ H−1(N•) // H−1(L•) // H−1(M•)
f
// H0(N•) // H0(L•) // H0(M•)→ 0.
(5.1)
Setting Y := Im (f), we obtain two exact sequences
0→ H−1(N•) // H−1(L•) // H−1(M•)
f
// Y → 0
and
0→ Y // H0(N•) // H0(L•) // H0(M•)→ 0.
Thus,
dimH−1(L•) + dimH0(L•) =
dimH−1(M•) + dimH0(M•) + dimH−1(N•) + dimH0(N•)− 2dimY.
(5.2)
For any object X• ∈ C2(P ), define dimX• := dimH−1(X•) + dimH0(X•). Then
(5.2) can be rewritten as
dimL• = dimM• + dimN• − 2dim Y. (5.3)
For each α ∈ K≥0(A ), let H
≤α
tw (C2(P )) be the submodule of H tw(C2(P )) spanned by
all [X•] with dimX• ≤ α. By (5.3),
H ≤αtw (C2(P )) ∗ H
≤β
tw (C2(P )) ⊆ H
≤α+β
tw (C2(P )).
That is, H tw(C2(P )) is a K≥0(A )-filtered algebra.
By Proposition 2.11,
Ext 1C2(P )(M•, N•)
∼= HomA (H−1(M•), H0(N•))⊕ Ext
1
A (H0(M•), H0(N•)).
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If f in (5.1) is nonzero, then dimL• < dimM•+dimN•; otherwise, dimL• = dimM•+
dimN• and we have the short exact sequence
ξ : 0 −→ H0(N•) −→ H0(L•) −→ H0(M•) −→ 0.
Furthermore,
dim kEndA (H0(L•)) ≤ dim kEndA (H0(M•)⊕H0(N•)),
and the equality holds if and only if ξ is splitting.
Let us give an order on K≥0(A )× N:
(α1, d1) ≤ (α2, d2)⇐⇒ “α1 < α2” or “α1 = α2, d1 ≤ d2”.
For any X• ∈ C2(P), set degX• := (dimX•, dim kEndA (H0(X•))). Then for any
M•, N• ∈ C2(P),
[M•] ∗ [N•] = aM•⊕N• [M• ⊕N•] +
∑
[L•]:degL•<degM•⊕N•
aL• [L•],
where aM•⊕N• and all aL• belong to Z[q
± 1
2 ].
By induction on the number of indecomposable direct summands, we prove that the
elements in {[KP ], [CM ], [ZP ] | M ∈ Ind (A ) and P ∈ Ind (P )} generate the Hall algebra
H tw (C2(P )), and then we easily complete the proof. 
For use below we write down the defining relations of MH(A ) in the following
Theorem 5.2. The algebraMH(A ) is generated by all Kα and XM⊕P [1] (with α ∈ K(A ),
M ∈ A and P ∈ P ), which are subject to the following relations
Kα ∗Kβ = Kα+β = Kβ ∗Kα; (5.4)
Kα ∗ XM⊕P [1] = XM⊕P [1] ∗Kα; (5.5)
XP [1] ∗ XQ[1] = X(P⊕Q)[1] = XQ[1] ∗ XP [1]; (5.6)
XM ∗ XN = q
〈M,N〉
∑
[L]
|Ext1A (M,N)L|
|HomA (M,N)|
XL; (5.7)
XM ∗ XP [1] = XM⊕P [1]; (5.8)
XP [1] ∗ XM = q
−〈P,M〉
∑
[B],[Q]
|QHomA (P,M)B|XB⊕Q[1]; (5.9)
for any α, β ∈ K(A ), M,N ∈ A and P,Q ∈ P .
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Proof. By Proposition 3.3,MH(A ) is spanned by all elementsKα∗XM⊕P [1] = Kα∗XM∗
XP [1]. That is, the multiplication map induces a triangular decomposition of MH(A ) as
a module. Using the triangular decomposition of MH(A ), we can easily prove that the
relations (5.4-5.9) are the defining relations, which have been obtained in the previous
sections. 
6. Derived Hall algebras
The derived Hall algebra of the bounded derived category Db(A ) of A was introduced
in [32] (see also [34]). By definition, the (Drinfeld dual) derived Hall algebra DH(A ) is
the free Z[q±
1
2 ]-module with the basis {uX• | X• ∈ Iso (D
b(A ))} and the multiplication
defined by
uX• ⋄ uY• =
∑
[Z•]
|Ext 1Db(A )(X•, Y•)Z•|∏
i≥0
|HomDb(A )(X•[i], Y•)|(−1)
i
uZ•, (6.1)
where Ext 1
Db(A )
(X•, Y•)Z• is defined to be HomDb(A )(X•, Y•[1])Z•[1], which denotes the
subset of HomDb(A )(X•, Y•[1]) consisting of morphisms f : X• → Y•[1] whose cone is
isomorphic to Z•[1].
Let us reformulate [32, Proposition 7.1] in the form of the Drinfeld dual derived Hall
algebras as the following
Proposition 6.1. ([32]) DH(A ) is an associative unital algebra generated by the elements
in {uM [i] | M ∈ Iso (A ), i ∈ Z} and the following relations
uM [i] ⋄ uN [i] =
∑
[L]
|Ext 1A(M,N)L|
|HomA(M,N)|
uL[i]; (6.2)
uM [i+1] ⋄ uN [i] =
∑
[X],[Y ]
q−〈Y,X〉|XHomA (M,N)Y |uY [i] ⋄ uX[i+1]; (6.3)
uM [i] ⋄ uN [j] = q
(−1)i−j 〈N,M〉uN [j] ⋄ uM [i], i− j > 1. (6.4)
For any X•, Y• ∈ D
b(A ), define
〈X•, Y•〉 :=
∑
i∈Z
(−1)idim kHomDb(A )(X•, Y•[i]),
it also descends to give a bilinear form on the Grothendieck group of Db(A ). Moreover,
it coincides with the Euler form of K(A ) over the objects in A . In particular, for any
M,N ∈ A and i, j ∈ Z, we have that 〈M [i], N [j]〉 = (−1)i−j〈M,N〉.
Let us twist the multiplication in DH(A ) as follows (cf. [31]):
uX• ∗ uY• = q
〈X•,Y•〉uX• ⋄ uY• (6.5)
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for any X•, Y• ∈ D
b(A ). The twisted derived Hall algebra DHq(A ) is the same module
as DH(A ), but with the twisted multiplication. Then we have the following
Proposition 6.2. DHq(A ) is an associative unital algebra generated by the elements in
{uM [i] | M ∈ Iso (A ), i ∈ Z} and the following relations
uM [i] ∗ uN [i] = q
〈M,N〉
∑
[L]
|Ext 1A(M,N)L|
|HomA(M,N)|
uL[i]; (6.6)
uM [i+1] ∗ uN [i] = q
−〈M,N〉
∑
[X],[Y ]
|XHomA (M,N)Y |uY [i] ∗ uX[i+1]; (6.7)
uM [i] ∗ uN [j] = q
(−1)i−j 〈M,N〉uN [j] ∗ uM [i], i− j > 1. (6.8)
Remark 6.3. For any M,N ∈ A and i ∈ Z, we have that
uM [i] ∗ uN [i+1] = uM [i]⊕N [i+1].
In fact, since A is hereditary, we obtain that
HomDb(A )(M [i], N [i + 1][1]) ∼= Ext
2
A (M,N) = 0.
Thus,
uM [i] ⋄ uN [i+1] =
1∏
j≥0
|HomDb(A )(M [i+ j], N [i+ 1])|(−1)
j uM [i]⊕N [i+1]
= q〈M,N〉uM [i]⊕N [i+1].
Hence,
uM [i] ∗ uN [i+1] = q
−〈M,N〉uM [i] ⋄ uN [i+1] = uM [i]⊕N [i+1].
In order to compare with the subsequent cluster multiplication formulas, we give the
following
Corollary 6.4. Given objects M ∈ A , P ∈ P and an injective object I ∈ A , we have
that
(1) uM ∗ uI[−1] = q
−〈M,I〉
∑
[B],[I′]
|BHomA (M, I)I′|uB⊕I′[−1];
(2) uP [1] ∗ uM = q
−〈P,M〉
∑
[B],[Q]
|QHomA (P,M)B|uB⊕Q[1].
Let T(A ) be the group algebra of the Grothendieck group K(A ) over Z[q±
1
2 ]. For each
α ∈ K(A ), we denote by Tα the element in T(A ) corresponding to α, thus Tα∗Tβ = Tα+β.
We equip the module DHq(A )⊗
Z[q±
1
2 ]
T(A ) with the structure of an algebra (containing
DHq(A ) and T(A ) as subalgebras) by imposing the relations Tα ∗ x = x ∗ Tα for any
α ∈ K(A ) and x ∈ DHq(A ), and denote this algebra by DH
e
q (A ). We remark that
DHeq (A ) is just the tensor algebra of DHq(A ) and T(A ).
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Theorem 6.5. There exists an embedding of algebras
Φ :MH (A ) 

// DHeq (A )
defined on generators by
Kα 7→ Tα, XM 7→ uM and XP [1] 7→ uP [1]
for α ∈ K(A ), M ∈ A and P ∈ P .
Proof. By Proposition 6.2 and the definition of DHeq (A ), we know that all the rela-
tions in Theorem 5.2 are preserved under Φ, so Φ is a homomorphism of algebras. The
injectivity of Φ follows from the fact that Φ sends the basis
{Kα ∗ XM⊕P [1] | α ∈ K(A ),M ∈ A , P ∈ P }
of MH (A ) to a linearly independent set in DHeq (A ). 
7. Cluster multiplication formulas for acyclic quivers
In this section, we recall the definitions of the quantum cluster algebra and quantum
Caldero–Chapoton map, and give the multiplication formulas of quantum cluster charac-
ters.
7.1. Quantum cluster algebras. Let Λ be an m×m skew-symmetric integral matrix,
and denote by {e1, · · · , em} the standard basis of Z
m. Let q be a formal variable and
Z[q±
1
2 ] be the ring of integral Laurent polynomials. Define the quantum torus associated
to the pair (Zm,Λ) to be the Z[q±
1
2 ]-algebra Tq with a distinguished basis {X
e : e ∈ Zm}
and the multiplication given by
XeX f = qΛ(e,f)/2Xe+f ,
where we still denote by Λ the skew-symmetric bilinear form on Zm associated to the skew-
symmetric matrix Λ. It is well-known that Tq is an Ore domain, and thus is contained in
its skew-field of fractions Fq.
Let B˜ = (bij) be an m × n integral matrix with n ≤ m. We call the pair (Λ, B˜)
compatible if B˜trΛ = (D|0) for some D = diag(d1, · · · , dn), where each di is a positive
integer and B˜tr denotes the transpose of B˜. An initial quantum seed for Fq is a triple
(Λ, B˜, X) consisting of a compatible pair (Λ, B˜) and the set X = {X1, · · · , Xm}, where
each Xi denotes X
ei . For any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we define the mutation of (Λ, B˜, X) in direction
k to obtain the new quantum seed (Λ′, B˜′, X ′) as follows:
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(1) Λ′ = EtrΛE, where the m×m matrix E = (eij) is given by
eij =


δij if j 6= k;
−1 if i = j = k;
max(0,−bik) if i 6= j = k.
(2) B˜′ = (b′ij) is given by
b′ij =

−bij if i = k or j = k;bij + |bik|bkj+bik |bkj |2 otherwise.
(3) X ′ = {X ′1, · · · , X
′
m} is given by
X ′k = X
∑
1≤i≤m[bik]+ei−ek +X
∑
1≤i≤m[−bik]+ei−ek ,
X ′i = Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, i 6= k,
where for each integer a we set [a]+ := max{0, a}.
Two quantum seeds (Λ, B˜, X) and (Λ′, B˜′, X ′) are called mutation-equivalent, denoted
by (Λ, B˜, X) ∼ (Λ′, B˜′, X ′), if they can be obtained from each other by a sequence of
mutations. Let C = {X ′i | (Λ
′, B˜′, X ′) ∼ (Λ, B˜, X), 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, and the elements in C are
called the quantum cluster variables. Let P = {Xi | n+1 ≤ i ≤ m}, and the elements in P
are called the coefficients. Denote by ZP the ring of Laurent polynomials in the elements
of P with coefficients in Z[q±
1
2 ]. Then the quantum cluster algebra Aq(Λ, B˜) is defined to
be the ZP-subalgebra of Fq generated by all quantum cluster variables.
7.2. Quantum Caldero–Chapoton map and cluster multiplication formulas. Fix
a positive integer n and let Q = {Q0, Q1, s, t} be an acyclic quiver with the vertex set
Q0 = {1, 2, · · · , n} and arrow set Q1. We denote by s(ρ) and t(ρ) the source and target
of an arrow ρ ∈ Q1, respectively. Take A = A Q to be the category of finite dimensional
kQ-modules. Then the Grothendieck group K(A ) is isomorphic to ZQ0 ∼= Z
n. There is
a bilinear form 〈−,−〉 : Zn × Zn → Z defined by
〈x,y〉 =
∑
i∈Q0
xiyi −
∑
ρ∈Q1
xs(ρ)yt(ρ)
for x = (xi),y = (yi) ∈ Z
n, which is called the Euler form of Q. It is well known that
this form coincides with the (homological) Euler form defined in (2.2).
Let B(Q) and R(Q) be the n× n matrixes with the i-th row and j-th column element
given respectively by
bij = |{arrows i −→ j}| − |{arrows j −→ i}|
and
rij = |{arrows j −→ i}|.
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By definition, it is easy to see that for any x,y ∈ Zn
〈x,y〉 = xtr(In −R(Q)
tr)y,
where In is the n× n identity matrix. Moreover, for each projective kQ-module P ,
(In − R(Q))dimP = dim (P/radP ).
For each fixed integer m ≥ n, we choose a quiver Q˜ with the vertex set {1, 2, · · · , m}
such that Q is a full subquiver of Q˜. Let I˜, B˜, R˜ and R˜′ be the left m × n submatrixes
of the matrixes Im, B(Q˜), R(Q˜) and R(Q˜)
tr, respectively. For concision, we write B and
R for B(Q) and R(Q), respectively. Note that B˜ = R˜′ − R˜ and B = Rtr −R. We always
assume that there exists a skew-symmetric m×m integral matrix Λ such that
Λ(−B˜) =
(
In
0
)
. (7.1)
We remark that such Q˜ and Λ exist for a given quiver Q (cf. [27]).
Let CQ˜ be the cluster category of kQ˜, i.e., the orbit category of the bounded derived
category Db(kQ˜) under the action of the functor F = τ−1 ◦ [1] (cf. [6]). For each
1 ≤ i ≤ m, let Si be the simple kQ˜-module corresponding to the vertex i, and let Pi
be the projective cover of Si. Then the indecomposable kQ˜-modules and all Pi[1] exhaust
all indecomposable objects of CQ˜. Each object X in CQ˜ can be uniquely decomposed as
X =M ⊕ P [1]
where M is a kQ˜-module and P is a projective kQ˜-module.
In what follows, we adopt the convention that for each given module we will use the
corresponding lowercase boldface letter to denote its dimension vector. For example,
given a kQ-module X , its dimension vector is denoted by x, and the dimension vector of
X viewed as a kQ˜-module is also denoted by x if there is no confusion. Thus, for each
kQ-module X we have that (I˜ − R˜)x = (Im −R(Q˜))x.
The quantum Caldero–Chapoton map associated to an acyclic quiver Q has been de-
fined in [27] and [22]. In [27], the author defined the quantum Caldero–Chapoton map
for kQ-modules while in [22] for coefficient-free rigid objects in CQ˜. For our purpose, we
need to modify the definition as follows:
Let M be a kQ-module and P be a projective kQ˜-module. We define the quantum
cluster character
XM⊕P [1] =
∑
e
|GreM |q
1
2
〈p−e,m−e〉X−B˜e−(I˜−R˜
′)m+tP , (7.2)
where tP = dim (P/radP ) and GreM denotes the set of all submodules V of M with
dimV = e. In particular, XP [1] = X
tP .
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Given a finite acyclic quiver Q, denote by AHq(Q) the ZP-subalgebra of Fq generated
by all the quantum cluster characters XM⊕P [1] with M being a kQ-module and P being
a projective kQ˜-module, where we appoint that P can be taken to be zero.
The following lemma is needed for the proof of the subsequent theorem.
Lemma 7.1. For any kQ-module M and projective kQ˜-module P , we have that
Λ(B˜m, tP ) = 〈p,m〉. (7.3)
Proof. Noting that tP = (Im −R(Q˜))p, by definition, we have that
Λ(B˜m, tP ) = Λ(B˜m, (Im −R(Q˜))p)
=mtrB˜trΛ(Im − R(Q˜))p
=mtr(In, 0)(Im − R(Q˜))p
= ptr(Im − R(Q˜)
tr)
(
In
0
)
m
= ptr(Im − R(Q˜)
tr)m
= 〈p,m〉,
where we should be reminded that
(
In
0
)
m = I˜m is the dimension vector of M viewed as
a kQ˜-module, and it is still denoted by m. 
Theorem 7.2. Let M be any kQ-module and P any projective kQ˜-module. Then
(1) XMXP [1] = q
− 1
2
Λ((I˜−R˜)m,tP )XM⊕P [1];
(2) XP [1]XM = q
1
2
Λ((I˜−R˜)m,tP )−〈p,m〉
∑
[B],[Q]
|QHomkQ˜(P,M)B|XB⊕Q[1].
Proof. (1) By definition,
XMXP [1] =
∑
e
|GreM |q
− 1
2
〈e,m−e〉X−B˜e−(I˜−R˜
′)mXtP
=
∑
e
|GreM |q
− 1
2
〈e,m−e〉q
1
2
Λ(−B˜e−(I˜−R˜′)m,tP )X−B˜e−(I˜−R˜
′)m+tP .
Noting that
Λ(−B˜e− (I˜ − R˜′)m, tP ) = Λ(−B˜e+ B˜m− (I˜ − R˜)m, tP )
= Λ(−(I˜ − R˜)m, tP ) + Λ(B˜(m− e), tP )
= −Λ((I˜ − R˜)m, tP ) + 〈p,m− e〉,
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we obtain that
XMXP [1] = q
− 1
2
Λ((I˜−R˜)m,tP )
∑
e
|GreM |q
− 1
2
〈e,m−e〉q
1
2
〈p,m−e〉X−B˜e−(I˜−R˜
′)m+tP
= q−
1
2
Λ((I˜−R˜)m,tP )XM⊕P [1].
(2) On the one hand, by definition,
XP [1]XM =
∑
[H],[G]
q−
1
2
〈h,g〉FMGHX
tPX−B˜h−(I˜−R˜
′)m
=
∑
[H],[G]
q−
1
2
〈h,g〉FMGHq
1
2
Λ(tP ,−B˜h−(I˜−R˜
′)m)X−B˜h−(I˜−R˜
′)m+tP
= q
1
2
Λ((I˜−R˜)m,tP )
∑
[H],[G]
q−
1
2
〈p+h,g〉FMGHX
−B˜h−(I˜−R˜′)m+tP .
On the other hand, by definition,∑
[B],[Q]
|QHomkQ˜(P,M)B|XB⊕Q[1]
=
∑
[B],[Q],[L],[G],[Y ]
aLF
P
LQF
M
BLq
1
2
〈q−y,g〉FBGYX
−B˜y−(I˜−R˜′)b+tQ
=
∑
[H],[Q],[L],[G],[Y ]
q
1
2
〈q−y,g〉aLF
P
LQF
H
Y LF
M
GHX
−B˜y−(I˜−R˜′)b+tQ
=
∑
[H],[Q],[G],[Y ]
q
1
2
〈q−y,g〉|QHomkQ˜(P,H)Y |F
M
GHX
−B˜y−(I˜−R˜′)b+tQ
where we have used the associativity formula (2.1) for the second equation.
Noting that
b+ l =m, q+ l = p, y + l = h, and thus q− y = p− h,
we have that
− B˜y − (I˜ − R˜′)b+ tQ
= −B˜h+ B˜l− (I˜ − R˜′)b+ (Im − R(Q˜))q
= −B˜h+ R˜′l− R˜l− I˜b+ R˜′b+ (Im − R(Q˜))q
= −B˜h+ R˜′m− R˜l− I˜(m− l) + (Im −R(Q˜))q
= −B˜h− (I˜ − R˜′)m+ (I˜ − R˜)l+ (Im −R(Q˜))q
= −B˜h− (I˜ − R˜′)m+ (Im − R(Q˜))l+ (Im −R(Q˜))q
= −B˜h− (I˜ − R˜′)m+ (Im − R(Q˜))p
= −B˜h− (I˜ − R˜′)m+ tP .
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Hence, ∑
[B],[Q]
|QHomkQ˜(P,M)B|XB⊕Q[1]
=
∑
[H],[Q],[G],[Y ]
q
1
2
〈p−h,g〉|QHomkQ˜(P,H)Y |F
M
GHX
−B˜h−(I˜−R˜′)m+tP
=
∑
[H],[G]
q
1
2
〈p−h,g〉+〈p,h〉FMGHX
−B˜h−(I˜−R˜′)m+tP
= q〈p,m〉
∑
[H],[G]
q−
1
2
〈p+h,g〉FMGHX
−B˜h−(I˜−R˜′)m+tP .

8. Quantum cluster algebras via Hall algebras
Let Q be an acyclic quiver with the vertex set {1, 2, · · · , n}. As stated in [28], a
result of Fomin and Zelevinsky in [13] asserts that the cluster variables are completely
determined by the cluster variables of the principal coefficient quantum cluster algebra.
So we consider the quiver Q˜ associated to Q as follows: add the vertices {n + 1, . . . , 2n}
to the quiver Q with the additional arrows n+ i −→ i for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By [4], we can
take a skew-symmetric 2n× 2n integral matrix Λ such that
Λ(−B˜) =
(
In
0
)
. (8.1)
In order to relate the Hall algebra MH (A Q) to the algebra AHq(Q), we twist the
multiplication onMH (A Q), and defineMHΛ(A Q) to be the same module asMH(A Q)
but with the twisted multiplication defined on basis elements by
(Kα ∗ XM⊕P [1]) ⋆ (Kβ ∗ XN⊕Q[1]) =
q
1
2
Λ((I˜−R˜)(m−p)−α˜,(I˜−R˜)(n−q)−β˜)(Kα ∗ XM⊕P [1]) ∗ (Kβ ∗ XN⊕Q[1]),
(8.2)
where M,N ∈ A Q, P,Q ∈ P , α, β ∈ Z
n, and for each α ∈ Zn, α˜ :=
(
0
α
)
∈ Z2n.
For any α ∈ Zn, M ∈ A Q and P ∈ P , we define
grad (Kα ∗ XM⊕P [1]) := (I˜ − R˜)(m− p)− α˜,
and for each ̟ ∈ Z2n we define MH(A Q)̟ to be the submodule of MH(A Q) spanned
by the elements Kα ∗ XM⊕P [1] with grad (Kα ∗ XM⊕P [1]) = ̟.
The following lemma shows that the functions grad provide a Z2n-grading on the Hall
algebra MH(A Q).
Lemma 8.1. For any ̟1, ̟2 ∈ Z
2n, we have that
MH(A Q)̟1 ∗MH(A Q)̟2 ⊆MH(A Q)̟1+̟2.
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That is, MH(A Q) is a Z
2n-graded algebra.
Proof. Let M,N ∈ A Q, P,Q ∈ P , α, β ∈ Z
n such that grad (Kα ∗XM⊕P [1]) = ̟1 and
grad (Kβ ∗XN⊕Q[1]) = ̟2. Then
(Kα ∗ XM⊕P [1]) ∗ (Kβ ∗ XN⊕Q[1])
= Kα ∗ XM ∗ XP [1] ∗Kβ ∗ XN ∗ XQ[1]
= Kα+β ∗ XM ∗ XP [1] ∗ XN ∗ XQ[1]
=
∑
[B],[Q′]
q−〈P,N〉|Q′HomA (P,N)B|Kα+β ∗ XM ∗ XB ∗ X(Q′⊕Q)[1]
=
∑
[B],[Q′],[L]
q−〈P,N〉+〈M,B〉|Q′HomA (P,N)B| ·
|Ext1A (M,B)L|
|HomA (M,B)|
Kα+β ∗ XL⊕(Q′⊕Q)[1].
For each Kα+β ∗XL⊕(Q′⊕Q)[1] in the summation above, since l =m+b =m+ q
′−p+n,
we obtain that
grad (Kα+β ∗ XL⊕(Q′⊕Q)[1]) = (I˜ − R˜)(l− (q
′ + q))− (α˜ + β˜)
= (I˜ − R˜)(m+ n− p− q)− (α˜ + β˜)
= grad (Kα ∗ XM⊕P [1]) + grad (Kβ ∗ XN⊕Q[1]).

Lemma 8.2. The algebra MHΛ(A Q) is still associative.
Proof. For any L,M,N ∈ A , P,Q,R ∈ P and α, β, γ ∈ Zn, it is easy to see that
((Kα ∗ XM⊕P [1]) ⋆ (Kβ ∗ XN⊕Q[1])) ⋆ (Kγ ∗ XL⊕R[1])
= q
1
2
e(Kα ∗ XM⊕P [1]) ∗ (Kβ ∗ XN⊕Q[1]) ∗ (Kγ ∗XL⊕R[1])
= (Kα ∗ XM⊕P [1]) ⋆ ((Kβ ∗ XN⊕Q[1]) ⋆ (Kγ ∗ XL⊕R[1]))
where e = Λ((I˜− R˜)(m−p)− α˜, (I˜− R˜)(n−q)− β˜)+Λ((I˜− R˜)(m−p)− α˜, (I˜− R˜)(l−
r)− γ˜) + Λ((I˜ − R˜)(n − q)− β˜, (I˜ − R˜)(l− r)− γ˜). That is, the algebra MHΛ(A Q) is
associative. 
Using Theorem 5.2, we write down the defining relations ofMHΛ(A Q) in the following
Proposition 8.3. The algebra MHΛ(A Q) is generated by all Kα and XM⊕P [1] (with
α ∈ Zn, M ∈ A Q and P ∈ P ), which are subject to the following relations
Kα ⋆ Kβ = q
1
2
Λ(α˜,β˜)Kα+β = q
Λ(α˜,β˜)Kβ ⋆ Kα; (8.3)
Kα ⋆XM⊕P [1] = q
−Λ(α˜,(I˜−R˜)(m−p))
XM⊕P [1] ⋆ Kα; (8.4)
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XP [1] ⋆ XQ[1] = q
1
2
Λ((I˜−R˜)p,(I˜−R˜)q)
X(P⊕Q)[1]
= qΛ((I˜−R˜)p,(I˜−R˜)q)XQ[1] ⋆ XP [1];
(8.5)
XM ⋆ XN = q
1
2
Λ((I˜−R˜)m,(I˜−R˜)n)+〈m,n〉
∑
[L]
|Ext1A (M,N)L|
|HomA (M,N)|
XL; (8.6)
XM ⋆ XP [1] = q
− 1
2
Λ((I˜−R˜)m,(I˜−R˜)p)
XM⊕P [1]; (8.7)
XP [1] ⋆ XM = q
− 1
2
Λ((I˜−R˜)p,(I˜−R˜)m)−〈p,m〉
∑
[B],[Q]
|QHomA (P,M)B|XB⊕Q[1]; (8.8)
for any α, β ∈ Zn, M,N ∈ A Q and P,Q ∈ P .
Theorem 8.4. There exists a surjective algebra homomorphism
Ψ :MHΛ(A Q) // // AHq(Q)
defined on generators by
Kα 7→ X
α˜ and XM⊕P [1] 7→ XM⊕P [1]
for any α ∈ Zn, M ∈ A Q and P ∈ P .
Proof. In order to prove Ψ is a homomorphism of algebras, it suffices to prove that Ψ
preserves the relations (8.3-8.8). Clearly, the relation (8.3) is preserved.
By definition,
X α˜XM⊕P [1] =
∑
[H],[G]
q
1
2
〈p−h,g〉FMGHX
α˜X−B˜h−(I˜−R˜
′)m+tP
=
∑
[H],[G]
q
1
2
〈p−h,g〉FMGHq
Λ(α˜,−B˜h−(I˜−R˜′)m+tP )X−B˜h−(I˜−R˜
′)m+tPX α˜
and
Λ(α˜,−B˜h− (I˜ − R˜′)m+ tP ) = Λ(α˜, B˜(m− h)− (I˜ − R˜)m+ tP )
= −Λ(B˜g, α˜)− Λ(α˜, (I˜ − R˜)(m− p)).
We claim that Λ(B˜g, α˜) = 0. In fact, for any α = (α1, · · · , αn) ∈ Z
n, α˜ =
n∑
i=1
αitPn+i.
Then by Lemma 7.1,
Λ(B˜g, α˜) =
n∑
i=1
αiΛ(B˜g, tPn+i) =
n∑
i=1
αi〈pn+i, g〉 = 0.
Hence,
X α˜XM⊕P [1] = q
−Λ(α˜,(I˜−R˜)(m−p))XM⊕P [1]X
α˜.
That is, the relation (8.4) is preserved.
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By definition,
XP [1]XQ[1] = X
tPXtQ = q
1
2
Λ((I˜−R˜)p,(I˜−R˜)q)XtP+tQ
= q
1
2
Λ((I˜−R˜)p,(I˜−R˜)q)X(P⊕Q)[1]
and
XP [1]XQ[1] = X
tPXtQ = qΛ((I˜−R˜)p,(I˜−R˜)q)XtQXtP
= qΛ((I˜−R˜)p,(I˜−R˜)q)XQ[1]XP [1].
Thus, the relation (8.5) is preserved.
On the one hand, the following equation has been proved in [10, 11]
XMXN = q
1
2
Λ((I˜−R˜′)m,(I˜−R˜′)n)+〈m,n〉
∑
[L]
|Ext1A (M,N)L|
|HomA (M,N)|
XL. (8.9)
On the other hand, by [10, Lemma 3.1],
Λ((I˜ − R˜′)m, (I˜ − R˜′)n) =
Λ((I˜ − R˜)m, (I˜ − R˜)n)− Λ((I˜ − R˜′)m, B˜n)− Λ(B˜m, (I˜ − R˜′)n)− Λ(B˜m, B˜n)
= Λ((I˜ − R˜)m, (I˜ − R˜)n) + 〈n,m〉 − 〈m,n〉+ 〈m,n〉 − 〈n,m〉
= Λ((I˜ − R˜)m, (I˜ − R˜)n).
Thus, the relation (8.6) is preserved.
By Theorem 7.2, we know that the relations (8.7-8.8) are preserved. Hence, Ψ is a
homomorphism of algebras.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, XPn+i[1] = X
tPn+i = Xen+i, and thus Ψ(KSˆi) = XPn+i[1]. Then it is
clear that Ψ is surjective. Therefore, we complete the proof. 
Let A q(Q) be the quantum cluster algebra with principal coefficients corresponding to
the quiver Q, which is the subalgebra of AHq(Q) generated by
{X α˜, XM⊕P [1] | α ∈ Z
n,M ∈ Ind (A Q) is rigid and P ∈ Ind (P )}.
Parallelly, we define MCΛ(A Q) to be the subalgebra of MHΛ(A Q) generated by
{Kα,XM⊕P [1] | α ∈ Z
n,M ∈ Ind (A Q) is rigid and P ∈ Ind (P )}.
Then we have the following
Corollary 8.5. There exists a surjective algebra homomorphism
ψ :MCΛ(A Q) // // Aq(Q).
Proof. Taking ψ to be the restriction of Ψ in Theorem 8.4 to MCΛ(A Q) gives the
proof. 
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Remark 8.6. By Proposition 5.1, we know that the set
S := {Kα,XM ,XP [1] | α ∈ Z
n, M ∈ Ind (A Q) and P ∈ Ind (P )}
is a generating set of the algebra MHΛ(A Q). For a Dynkin quiver Q, each indecom-
posable kQ-module is rigid. Thus, in this case, MCΛ(A Q) = MHΛ(A Q). By Theorem
8.4, the images of all the elements in S under the map Ψ, which constitute the set
{X α˜, XM , XP [1] | α ∈ Z
n, M ∈ Ind (A Q) and P ∈ Ind (P )}, generate AHq(Q). Also,
for a Dynkin quiver Q, since each indecomposable kQ-module is rigid, we have that
AHq(Q) = Aq(Q).
Corollary 8.7. Let Q be a Dynkin quiver. There exists a surjective algebra homomor-
phism
ψ :MHΛ(A Q) // // Aq(Q).
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